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Introduction
Investigation of ioniaation wa-

ves in the contracted discharge of
noble gases have shown £3»-3J that
they are contraction waves propagat-
ing in the form of current pinch con-
strictions. Detailed experimental
study of these waves in the neon con-
tracted discharge £4-67 allowed to
describe rather fine effects connec-
ted with a change of the discharge
character with discharge condition,
the difference between artificial
strate dispersion in the contracted
one and to connect the velocity and
the direction of contraction propa-
gation with the strate group, etc.

This paper presents an Investi-
gation of ionization waves In the
argon contracted discharge and a de-
finition of their arising and propa-
gation mechanism accounting for the
specificity of elementary processes
characteristic of argon.

Experimental results
Basic characteristics of strates

in the argon contracted discharge we-
re studied at reduced pressures PR =
30-150 torr-cm and currents i/B =
15-110 mA/cm in a tube with a radius
H * -2,8 cm. fig. 1 presents wave-
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lengths, Л (cm), and frequencies,
fCkH) depending on discharge con-
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ditlon. Curves 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond
to FA = 30, 60, 100, 150 torr-cm.
The values of A and f are of the sa-
me order of magnitude as those for
neon [31 and show the similar depen-
dence on pressure. Unlike neon stra-
tes when wavelengths and rrequencies
practically don't depend on current,
there is sorae dependence of these
parameters on discharge current in
argon at not very high pressures.

Measurement of radial distribu-
tions of plasma pinch radiations in
different strate phases allows to
compare luminance oscillations on
the discharge axis with pinch effec-
tive seotion oscillations and to
construct the Instantaneous picture
of wave propagation. Ionization wave
propagation in the argon contracted
column determined on the base of ex-
perimental data is given in fig. 2.

Fig. 1

Pig. 2
It is clear from the figure that
this wave represents the contraction
wave similar to that in [2l but with
more definite nonlinear profile
character.

Discussion of results
Argon specificity connected

with an elastic scattering cross
section increase depending on the
electron velocity leads to a depen-
dence of elastic collision frequency
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on temperature which may be approxi-
mated by V =ЫГл>(Х\3/г . In this

сазе the logarithmic derivative

/
= "Чг^г- » defining a thermofor-

ce and a heat 6nergy flow of elec-
trons connected with a direction of
movement, is equal to 3/2. As it
follows from the analysis, it leads
to a phase shift in between oscil-
lations of concentration and tempe-
rature. Analysis of dispersion rela-
tionship shows that the increase in-
crement is a monotonously falling
function depending on fche nondimen-
sional wave number X . Then the
continuous wave spectrum with the
minimum wavelength defined by the
condition Im я > 0, would propaga-
te in plasma. At the same time the
experiment shows that the only wave
propagating in plasma is the wave
with the number З ^ . It may oc-
cur if the dependence of Im w on X
has a maximum at ye Vft . It is
possible to eliminate this contra-
diction in frames of a quasionedimen-
sional model describing contaction
waves in the contracted discharge
£2l, talcing into account kinetic'
correction in transfer coefficients
connected with distinctly nonmaxwell
character of a slow electron distri-
bution function which become more
apparent in weakly ionized plasma[77«

As in f2], dispersion relation-
ship for waves in argon which may be
derived by superposition of small
amplitude wave disturbance in the
form of exp i (kx-wt) on the system
of hydrodynamic equations: tO

where A is a kinetic correction to
the electron diffusion coefficient
accounting for deflection of the dis-
tribution function from maxwell one
171.

Contraction wave phase velocity
defined by a real part of the complex
frequency

(*)
Wave increase increment is defi-

ned bj the imaginary part at the com-
plex frequency. The second term in
braces in (1) has a maximum depending
on 3f when A jí 1. When A = 1 (maxwell
distribution) characteristic maximum
is not observed. Thus from the whole
continuous spectrum plasma choses
the wavelength corresponding to *•./.* •»
The optimal wavelength propagating
in plasma depends on the,current
pinch effective radius R through the
parameter fi . Experimental dependen-
ces of E* on discharge conditions
are given in fig. 3a,b.
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where is a parameter

is

depending on concrete discharge con-
ditions, ~ii - ionization frequency,
*r - electron energy relaxation

length, Б - electric field strength,
X,}ii il - nondimensional wave number,

•a,. - ambipolar diffusion coeffici-
ent. Function fafa) and Л/ж) de-
fining dependences of phase velocity
Re w and Im w of the disturbance in-
crease increment on the wave number
it , are following
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Fig. 3

Figure 5a present the dependence of
H* on reduced pressure at different
discharge currents. Curves 1 and 2
correspond to i/R a 21,4 and 64,3mA/cm.
Fig. 3b presents the dependence of
Й* on discharge current at reduced
pressure PR = 60 torr cm in a strate
minimum. Using measured Я* it is
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possible to calculate theoretical
values of phase velocities from (3).
Comparison, of calculated and experi-
mental results la given in table 1.
This table present measured values
of electric fields, electron concen-
tration and current pinch effective
radii, which allow to calculate wa-
velengths \apt and phase velociti-
es vL of wave propagating in
plasma and to compare then with me-
asured Я* and 2& . As it follows
from the table, absolute values of
calculated and experimental nave-
lengths and phase velocities coin-
cide to an accuracy of a factor - 2.

The theory describes tendency of
a wavelength fale with a current
a pressure growth. It is connected
with s current pinch radius R* de-
crease. Strate wavelength dependen-
ce on current characteristic for ar-
gon also correlates with a current
pinch radius change (fig. 3b).

Thus ionization waves in the
argon contracted discharge form a
part of a common picture of contrac-
tion waves, and the base of their
arising and propagation mechanism
is given in f2J.

Table 1

PH
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30

6 0

100

1 5 0 •

ru
21.4

64.3

21.4

64.3

21.4

64.3

21.4

64.3
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B.5.10"1

4.8-10~1

6.7«10""1

3.5-Ю"1

5.5ЧО"1

2.9-Ю"1

4.6» 10~1

2.1-10"1

n.

t*-mtJ

7.1 ' Ю 1 1

1.7.1O 1 2

1.7-Ю 1 2

3.6-1012

2.8-1012

5.3-Ю12

4.2-10 1 2

1.0-10 1 5

Лт
Го-J

0.51

0.68

0.2Э

0.39

0.19

0.26

0.14

0.20

й'
fc«-3

0.24

0.29

0.15

0.21

0.13

0.18

0.11

0.16

Л opt

2.70

2.80

1.85

1.41

1.60

1.36

1.26

1.32

з.в

2 . 6

3.4

2 . 4

1.9

1.2

1.1

0.7

"A
f/sl

54

51

87

6 4

97

60

69

45
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51

18
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2 4

49

21
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